Microsoft 365 Security
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Streamline your security footprint.
Simplify your licensing and
support model.
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Most organisations have already migrated to Windows 10 or are in the process of doing so.
Similarly, many organisations are migrating their messaging platforms to Office 365 while also
consuming Azure Active Directory or InTune services, or both.
Microsoft 365 (M365) combines Windows 10, Office 365 and the Enterprise Mobility & Security
suite into a single bundle, which simplifies licensing and consolidates the management of your
Modern Workplace and Security estate into a single platform.
Using our in-depth Microsoft product expertise and heritage security compliance abilities,
we will assess your current security footprint and align it to the M365 offering. We will define
a recommendations roadmap to transform your estate to a simplified, cloud-managed
single platform aligned to best practices, compliance frameworks and business needs.

What you get:
An assessment of your current security tool footprint, to map these tools to their
M365 counterparts for compliance with your security strategy.
A functional GAP analysis to identify gaps and associated risk.
A review of your current licensing model against M365 options to identify areas
of savings.
Proof-of-Concept (PoC) implementation for the chosen tools to demonstrate
capability, performance and suitability.
Creation of a full implementation plan and bill of materials to manage the delivery
timelines and project cost.
Roll-out and management (if required) of the full solution.
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Why Telstra Purple?
We bring a wealth of hands-on experience
from different industries, use cases and
geographies across our global network.
Our experts orchestrate your technology
into a solution that’s purpose-built for your
requirements. Throughout our delivery,
we’ll collaborate as peers, sharing
knowledge and skills with your teams.
We offer independent, multi-vendor
certified expertise across a host of leading
technology providers. Our architectural
experience has breadth and depth across
Private, Hybrid, Container and PAAS services.
Agility: Our capabilities span C-level
expertise to Security experts, who can
work with you for more timely and
effective delivery.
Speed and time: We deliver real
impact, fast. This lets you focus on
your day-to-day responsibilities.
Experience: Your delivery becomes
more effective and efficient with the
benefit of our methodology and
IP from previous engagements.
Tech disruption experience: Telstra
Purple deeply understands the disruptive
technologies across Cloud, Analytics,
Security and Networks that will form part
of a next-generation operating model.

Our tried and tested 4D methodology

Phase 1 – Discover – Identify the current Microsoft licensing in place, the security
tools in use within the organisation, the licensing and support details/costs for each,
and identify the current strategic roadmap for Modern Workplace and Security.
In addition, the current Modern Workplace footprint will be reviewed for alignment
with the Office 365 suite.
Phase 2 – Define – Conduct mapping exercise to align current tools against
M365 equivalent. Conduct gap analysis on featureset of all products to demonstrate
capabilities of M365 suite. A gap analysis will be produced detailing ‘as is’ vs ‘to be’
with respect to the Microsoft security offering. Similarly, the Office 365 components
will be functionally compared with the current on-premise services. Produce
migration plan for each product and design documents created for transformation.
Phase 3 – Deliver – Implement PoC for each chosen tool. Refine designs based
on outcome and if successful, migrate chosen tools to production, with detailed
documentation produced. If in-scope, create gold build for Windows 10, package
applications, implement SCCM/InTune and deploy to devices. Create the hybrid
messaging environment and migrate mail to Exchange Online. Migrate data to
SharePoint and OneDrive, implement Teams and secure the whole environment
with EMS.
Phase 4 – Drive – Once the solution is implemented, Telstra Purple can manage the
day-to-day operations and support. In addition, the security components can feed
in to our managed SOC solution to give you piece of mind.

About
Telstra Purple
Telstra Purple is the largest Australian-owned, global technology
services business, bringing together Telstra Enterprise’s business
technology services capabilities and a number of its recently
acquired companies, focused on outcome-based, transformative tech
solutions. Our broad capability consists of over 1,500 certified experts
in network, security, cloud, collaboration, mobility, software, data
and analytics, and design. Diverse by design, our differences bring a
radically open-minded approach to every idea, process and solution
we create together.
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